Aluminum Beam Gang

A strong, lightweight concrete forming system for repetitive gangform applications.

Lightweight design
Symons Aluminum Beam Gang offers an extremely high strength-to-weight forming system. The unique beam attachment clips, sturdy aluminum beams and steel walers combine to create a rigid, compact, and lightweight gang-form system. The system is easy for crews to assemble, position and align.

Application versatility
The Aluminum Beam Gang system can be used for virtually any concrete forming application. Unlike competitive aluminum gang form products that may suffice for simple straight walls, you can form corners, pilasters, core walls, curved walls, and other configurations with a complete line of accessories and transitions.

Easy transitions
Transitions to other standard Symons forming systems make special forming conditions easy to complete. Contour-threaded hardware, available for use with the Aluminum Beam Gang, eliminates concrete buildup on important hardware items. These components are all designed to eliminate mishaps, reduce waste and maximize forming productivity.